SPS-500 & SPS-600
The Point of Sale Cash Recycling Solution

Complete POS Automation
Simplify processes while securing cash and reducing counterfeits

cashcomplete.com

Close Your Retail Cash Loop
The SPS-500 & SPS-600 is the fully automated point of sale recycling cash solution for retail to minimize manual handling in the
check-out lanes. It is a closed end-to-end solution, securing the entire cash loop, from the checkout to the retailer’s account, resulting
in increased security, reduced costs and more flexibility. It significantly reduces the risk of robberies and theft as the cashier does not
have access to the cash contributing to a safe working environment.

Why Point of Sale Cash Automation?

Paying with Coins

Let your customers pay quickly and easily with both coins and notes at the
checkout. By using this secure and closed point of sale system retailers
will minimise the incidence of counterfeits, counting errors and shrinkage.
Recycling of coins and notes also ensures you maintain accurate and
available change.

Coins can be paid a handful at a time, which
speeds up the transaction. It also encourages
consumers to pay with coins, helping retailers
to avoid change shortfalls. Typically, the
recommendation is to face the coin unit towards
the consumer and coins can be inserted while
products are being scanned.

Accurate Counting Providing Customer Confidence
Paying with Notes

World-leading sensor technology counts the coins and notes into the
system, minimising the risk of counting errors and shrinkage. Recognizing
and rejecting counterfeit coins and notes is a vital function in a system that
automatically recycles cash from one customer to the next. A store that
accepts and passes on counterfeit cash, no matter how unwittingly, faces not
only economic loss but also, and perhaps more damagingly, a sharp decline
in customer confidence. With their balanced capacity and size, the SPS-500
and SPS-600 are designed to fit existing counters, but have been sensitively
designed for both current and future checkout styles. They also allow smooth
integration with existing EPOS applications.

Notes are inserted in the slot, which leads to a
compact unit for easy integration in the checkout
lane. It also means that the notes do not have to
be sorted manually. Retailers can let the cashier
accept and pay the notes into the system.
However, with it’s high-accuracy counterfeit
detection, it is possible to also integrate the note
unit as a customer-operated solution.

Monitored with CashComplete™ POS Supervisor Software
The supervisor software enables you to monitor the content and status of each machine by defining the minimum and maximum content of each “till”.
CashComplete™ Supervisor Software also stores all transactions from the tills and can generate End Of Day, transaction and other reports.

Specifications

SPS-500

SPS-600

Speed

1 coin per second

3 notes per second

Recycling Storage

8 tubes with a capacity of up to 200
coins per tube

6 drums with a capacity of up to 100
notes per drum

Reject Rate

2%

0.06%

Size (W x D x H)

276.5 mm x 296.0 mm x 998.0 mm
(10.89” x 11.65” x 39.29”)

222.2 mm x 380.0 mm x 842.0 mm
(8.75” x 14.96” x 33.15”)

Empty Weight

37.0 kg (81.57 lbs.)

63.0 kg (138.89 lbs.)

Specifications

PC/Power Unit

Size (W x D x H)

580.0 mm x 224.0 mm x 65.7 mm
(22.83” x 8.82” x 2.59”)

Empty Weight

6.0 kg (13.23 lbs.)
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